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Abstract

This master thesis studies GPU-enabled parallel implementations of the 3D Paral-
lel Marching Method (PMM). 3D PMM is aimed at solving the non-linear static
Jacobi-Hamilton equations, which has real world applications such as in the study
of geological foldings, where each layer of the Earth’s crust is considered as a front
propagating over time. Using the parallel computer architectures, fast simulations
can be achieved, leading to less time consumption, quicker understanding of the
inner Earth and enables early exploration of oil and gas reserves.

Currently 3D PMM is implemented in shared memory architecture using OpenMP
Application Programming Interface (API) and the MINT programming model, which
translates C code into Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) code for a sin-
gle Graphical Process Unit (GPU).

Parallel architectures have seen rapid growth in recent years, especially GPUs,
allowing us to do faster simulations. In this thesis work, a new parallel imple-
mentation for 3D PMM has been done to exploit multicore CPU architectures as
well as single and multiple GPUs. In a multiple GPU implementation, 3D data is
decomposed into 1D data for each GPU. CUDA streams are used to overlap the
computation and communication within the single GPU. Part of the decomposed
3D volume data is kept in the respective GPU to avoid complete data transfer be-
tween the GPUs over a number of iterations. In total, there are two kinds of data
transfers that are involved while doing computation in the multiple GPUs: bound-
ary value data transfer and decomposed 3D volume data transfer. The decomposed
3D volume data transfer is optimized between the multiple GPUs by using the peer
to peer memory transfer in CUDA.

The speedup is shown and compared between shared memory CPUs (E5-2660, 16
cores), single GPU (GTX-590, C2050 and K20m) and multiple GPUs. Hand coded
CUDA has shown slightly better performance than the Mint translated CUDA, and
the multiple GPU implementation showed promising speedup compared to shared
memory multicore CPUs and single GPU implementations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The non-linear Jacobi-Hamilton equation is often used to describe the arrival time of
a propagating front [1]. 3D PMM solves the geological folding problem in Computa-
tional Geoscience. This geological folding problem is classified into two groups based
on their velocity: isotropic (velocity is independent of direction) and anisotropic. It
imposes different formulations of the stencil approach in 3D PMM. Geological fold-
ing deals with large 3D data sets, which eventually demands high computation power
for faster simulation.

CPU performance is limited by 3 walls: Power wall, Memory wall and Instruc-
tion Level Parallelism (ILP) wall, which decline the evolution of CPU [2]. Increasing
frequency leads to increasing power leakage and heat [3]; and also there is a limita-
tion for the amount of heat an integrated circuit can withstand, and lately CPUs
has reached that limit [2]. Memory bandwidth is a bottleneck in the CPU although
the on-chip cache size has increased in recent years. Due to dependency between
instructions, ILP is limited [2]. In general, multicore CPUs can give a better per-
formance compared to single core CPU ones, but they still have to face the memory
wall problem.

GPUs in early days were used to display the colors of the pixels using pixel
shaders. These pixel shaders in the GPU are called arithmetic units. In order to
get different colors in different positions in the screen, there should be some kind of
arithmetic operations to be performed in the pixel shaders, which allow scientists
to use these arithmetic units in the GPU for their computation by sending data
instead of pixels [4]. Evolution in the GPU floating point operations are getting
faster and faster than the CPU ones, which is mainly because the transistors that
are in the GPU concentrate more on the data processing; whereas for multicore
CPUs, transistors are spent on both cache and data flow operations along with data
processing [5].

This master thesis shows the parallel implementation of 3D PMM in shared
memory multicore CPUs, single and multiple GPUs. Issues encountered during the
parallelization of 3D PMM are discussed in the thesis.

1.1 Background

The parallel version of 3D PMM for anisotropic case was implemented in shared
memory architecture developed by Tor et al.[1], and a MINT translator was used
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for the single GPU implementation. Performance comparisons were made between
the shared memory architecture and a single Nvidia GeForce GTX 590 card, and it
was concluded that GTX-590 gave better speed compared to two twelve-core AMD
’Magny-Cours’ 2.1 GHz processors [1].

1.2 Project Goals

The goals of this master thesis are as follows:

i Parallelize the 3D PMM for the isotropic case using a shared memory archi-
tecture, which has not been implemented so far.

ii Write a hand coded CUDA version to 3D PMM for single GPU, and analyse
the optimization performance.

iii Implement the multi-GPU CUDA version to ascertain any computing speed-
up that could be gained when dealing with larger 3D data sets and considering
efficient ways of data partition for the GPUs.

iv Using CUDA streams to overlap the computation and communication in the
GPU and also utilizing the advanced features of CUDA such as peer-to-peer
memory copy between GPUs for transferring data.

1.3 Project Approach

The main aim of this master thesis is to parallelize the serial code of 3D PMM.
The first step was to study the serial version of the code, before starting with
the parallelization. Different optimization techniques were considered for the single
GPU implementation besides general single GPU implementation. For the multiple
GPU implementation, many test cases were studied to understand the data transfer
between CPU and GPU. Different types of data partitioning were also considered to
minimize the data transfer time. In order to ensure efficient computation in the GPU
kernel, different combination of the grid blocks and thread blocks were tested, to get
an idea about how to launch efficient thread blocks. To obtain further performance
speedup in multiple GPU computations, CUDA streams and P2P memory copy
were used.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Model

Numerical analysis deals primarily with approximate solutions to mathematical
problems which come from physics, engineering and many other fields. The math-
ematical problems consist of partial differential equations (PDEs), which govern
physical quantities such as pressure, density, velocity and force. In practice, solv-
ing them analytically is very seldom feasible but with techniques from numerical
analysis, we can solve these equations approximately.

Numerical analysis uses discretization techniques to solve partial differential
equations. These techniques are used to reduce the differential equations to algebraic
equations with a finite number of unknowns. There are well known discretization
methods, which are available to solve partial differential equations, including the Fi-
nite Difference Method, the Finite Element Method and the Finite Volume Method
[6].

3D PMM is based on the finite difference method (first order upwind scheme).
This chapter explains briefly the mathematical formulation of 3D PMM.

2.1 Front Propagation from PDE

Many physical phenomena can be described by a propagating front, for example
the front can be considered as an interface between different objects or fluids [7].
Following Tor [7] the front is presumed monotonically (as wild fire spreading only
to unburned ground) expanding. Monotonic front propagation can be described by
the following equations.

Let T (x) be the time taken to reach x1 on Γ1 from x on Γ0 where t = t0;
see Figure 2.1. The velocity of the front is given by a function F (x,n), where
F is the speed of the front passing through a point x with normal unit velocity
n = ∇T (x)/

∥∥∇T (x)
∥∥, where

∥∥.∥∥ is the Euclidean length. The time of the front at
point x1 = x+ sn for a small distance s > 0, can be calculated if the time of arrival
at point x is known. This arrival time can be calculated from the general velocity
definition as follows:

time

distance
=

1

velocity
. (2.1)

From (2.1) we get,
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T(x + sn)− T(x)

s
=

1

F (x,n)
.

Letting s tend to zero and recalling the definition of n gives

F (x,n)
∥∥∇T (x)

∥∥ = 1, (2.2)

T (x) = g(x) ∀ x ∈ Γ.

Equation (2.2) is a non-linear first-order PDE and it belongs to a class of static
Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Here, g is the function that sets the initial value to Γ.

Figure 2.1: Two dimensional front (dark solid line) moves to dotted line with the speed
F (x,n).

2.2 Different Geological Folds

Earth plates movement (buried and squeezed) cause deformation in the layers of
rocks, composed of minerals. As magma rises, it brings heat and pressure that
change chemical bonds in the minerals (formation of new material with different
mechanical and chemical behaviour). This results in formulation of new layers of
rock in the earth.

(a)

 towards 
surface

 towards
center

(b)

Figure 2.2: Fold classes (a) parallel fold and (b) similar fold.

Folded layers are classified based on their thickness, which refers to layer thick-
ness to dip angle ratio. There are five classes of geological folds, which are defined
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by Ramsey [8], in which Figure 2.2 shows the parallel and similar folded layers. In
parallel simulation, the curvature shape will change as it goes away from the origin,
whereas in similar, the layers will be identical. Thickness is defined by the distance
between the top and bottom reference horizon of the folded layers.

Figure 2.3: Strike and dip.

Two technical terms are considered in order to restore the geological folds. They
are strike and dip, which can be seen in Figure 2.3. A strike is a horizontal reference
layer that cuts the folded horizon. A dip refers to the steepest orthogonal angle to
strike. A folded horizon is a reference layer with no thickness that separates the two
different folded layers, which has no thickness.

In order to solve the different types of geological folding, the velocity of the front
function F (x,n) can be written as combination of normal propagation and advection
[9]

F (x,n) = F (x) + Fadv(x,n), (2.3)

where

Fadv(x,n) = Ψ(x)(a · n). (2.4)

Here, Ψ is the advection speed, with a being a unit vector and · denoting scalar
product. Substituting equation (2.4) in equation (2.3) we get

F (x,n) = F (x) + Ψ(x)(a · n). (2.5)

Inserting (2.5) in (2.2) and recalling the definition of n, we get a boundary value
problem

F (x)
∥∥∇T (x)

∥∥ + Ψ(x)(a · ∇T (x)) = 1, (2.6)

T (x) = g(x) ∀ x ∈ Γ.
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2.2.1 Isotropy

The physical problem is referred to as isotropic, when the velocity does not change
with the direction. When Ψ = 0 in (2.6) we get

F (x)
∥∥∇T (x)

∥∥ = 1,

T (x) = g(x) ∀ x ∈ Γ.

This is called eikonal equation, in which the velocity F changes with position but is
independent of the direction [7]. The eikonal equation is used in 3D PMM isotropic
geological folding.

2.2.2 Anisotropy

The problem is said to be anisotropic if the velocity changes with the direction. If
Ψ 6= 0 in (2.6) we get,

F (x)
∥∥∇T (x)

∥∥ + Ψ(x)(a · ∇T (x)) = 1,

T (x) = g(x) ∀ x ∈ Γ.

2.3 3D PMM working principle

Suppose initial horizon of Γ0 3D data is set, rest of the 3D grid domain (rest of the
3D horizon Γ) is set to infinite; see Figure 2.5. 3D data length is defined by nx, ny
and nz respectively. Spacing between each node in the 3D domain is dx, dy and
dz respectively. 3D PMM is based on the first order upwind scheme, where each
new value is computed from the previous computed value (here previous plane). 3D
PMM first obtains the solution within the spatial grid and accepts the new minimal
value. For instance, in the isotropic case, suppose Ti,j,k is to be computed, and one
stencil formulation forms the four tri tetrahedron elements, see Figure 2.4(b). The
new minimal value should be within the spatial grid, i.e., here within the four node
values. Listing 2.1 shows the upwind conditions for the new minimal value update.
A method for solving the 2D eikonal equation is available in [10].

Figure 2.4(a) shows the one stencil formulation of the 3D PMM anisotropic case,
where Ti,j,k is to be computed from values Ti,j,k−1 in the previous plane k− 1 in the
z-direction.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) One stencil formulation of 3D PMM: anisotropic uses 9 nodes for the
new approximation; isotropic uses only the 4 nodes (dark thick line connects the nodes).
(b) One stencil formulation for 3D PMM isotropic case, where dark thick line forms one
tri tetrahedron element.

Listing 2.1: Pseudo code for 3D eikonal stencil (isotropic case).

// sub -sweep in Z direction

// four tri tetrahedron

for -> four tri tetrahedron element

{

// gradients in nx ,ny ,nz

// F is constant speed

// spacing between nodes dx ,dy ,dz

// one tri tetrahedron

ny = F*((yt-xt)/(dy));

nx = F*((xt-st)/(dx));

nz = 1 - sqrt(nx)-sqrt(ny);

if(ny > 0.0)

{

T_new = fmin(T_new , 2D_eik(st,xt));

}

else if(nx * dy > ny * dx)

{

T_new = fmin(T_new , 2D_eik(st,yt));

}

else if (sqrt(nz) * sqrt(dx) < sqrt(nx) * sqrt(dz))

{

T_new = fmin(T_new , 2D_eik(xt,yt));

}

else

{

T_new = st + nz(dz/F);

}

} // for

The new value of Ti,j,k is based on 9 nodes (for the anisotropic case) or 4 nodes (for
the isotropic case) in the k − 1 previous plane. The new approximation is based on
the distance function, where the new value should not be too small; discretization
and the conditions for new value update for the anisotropic case are found in [1].
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Figure 2.5: 3D PMM (a) isotropic, (b) initial horizon (initial fold) and (c) anisotropic.

Node values in the 3D grid are updated through axial direction iterations, where
each axial direction iteration is called a sub-sweep. Each axial direction iteration
has a forward and a reverse sub-sweep. In total one sweep will have six sub-sweeps.
Figure 2.5 shows the visualization of the simulated 3D domain, where the conditions
for the anisotropic case are Ψ = 1, a(−0.35, 0.4, 0.7) and F = 1.1; and the conditions
for the isotropic case are Ψ = 0 and F = 1.1;
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Chapter 3

Parallel Computer Architectures

Parallel processing concepts existed even in the pre-electronic computing era in 19th

century. For instance, Babbage et al.[11] considered parallel processing for speeding
up the multiplication of two numbers by using his difference engine.

The Von Neumann architecture helps to provide sequential architecture at the
beginning of the high speed computing. Figure 3.1 illustrates the Von Neumann
architecture. Even though the computation may have been done very fast, there is
a limitation with I/O to the memory, this is called Von Neumann bottleneck [12].
But in recent years, there has been improvement in the Von Neumann architecture
by using the banks of memory that leads to parallel I/O to the memory.

In general, parallelization can be achieved in two ways, namely by vectorization
within a single processor and under by using multiple processors. The speed of the
computer is based on its ability to carry out floating point operations, and computers
are ranked according to benchmark performance of solving dense linear equations
using subroutines from the LINPACK library [13].

Memory

CPU I/
O

 
E
q

u
ip

m
e
n

ts

Figure 3.1: The Von Neumann architecture.

3.1 Multicore CPU

Multicore processor refers to the two or more individual cores that are attached in
the chip. In recent years, many chip producers have introduced multicore CPUs
and this trend will increase gradually in the future, i.e., increasing number of cores
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in single chip. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 2 cores in a dual core Intel Xeon processor
from 2005. In modern multicore CPUs, each core has its own L2 cache and share
the L3 cache among the cores. The memory banks in the Direct Random Access
Memory (DRAM) are controlled by the memory controller. Higher performance
can be achieved by using multi threading in multicore CPUs, because single thread
performance is limited by the power wall, memory wall and IPL wall.

core 0 core 1

L1 cache
D1 Instru

L2 cache
D2 Instru

L2 cache 

memory controller

main memory 

Processor 0

Figure 3.2: Early dual core Intel Xeon.

According to Flynn’s taxonomy, computer architectures can be classified into four
categories based on how the instructions are executed on the data in the processor
[14, 15]. Single Instruction Single Data (SISD), which is quite simple and sequential.
In Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), the same instructions are executed on
multiple data; this leads to data level parallelism in the CPU. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the SIMD principle. Multiple Instruction Single Data (MISD) is not very useful in
reality, because a general program can not be easily mapped into this architecture
[16]. In Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD), multiple instructions can be
executed on multiple data in a single chip. For example, in multicore CPUs each
core in the chip can do different tasks using multiple data, which is achieved by
thread level parallelism.

A1 B1+ = C1

A2 B2+ = C2

A3 B3+ = C3

A4 B4+ = C4

A1 B1 C1

A3 B3 C3

A2 B2 C2

A4 B4 C4

= +

SIMDScalar

Figure 3.3: SIMD model.
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3.2 Shared Memory Architectures

In shared memory architectures, all the processors can exchange and access data
from the global shared memory. Shared memory architectures are classified into
three based on their memory access and bus network connection: Single shared
memory model (Uniform Memory Access), sometimes called Symmetric Multi Pro-
cessing (SMP); Single shared memory with cache; and Distributed shared memory,
this is called Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA). Figure 3.4 shows these archi-
tectures.

P1 Pp

M

Network

Cache 1 Cache P

P1 Pp

Network

M1 Mm

Cache 1 Cace P

P1 Pp

Network

M1 Mm

UMA- single shared 
Memory 

SMP with caches 
NUMA

Figure 3.4: Shared memory architectures.

In the memory hierarchy, cache is small and can quickly be accessed by the
CPU. Cache holds the temporal information from the main memory, which might
be currently used by the processor [17]. Cache, which is on-chip, is faster than the
off-chip memory. Figure 3.5 shows the general memory hierarchy of the CPU.

Smaller, faster 

Bigger, slower 
Secondary Memory

Primary Memory

Cache Memory 

Registers

Figure 3.5: Memory hierarchy.

3D PMM isotropic computation uses a distributed shared memory architecture,
which is called Non Uniform Memory Architecture (NUMA); see Figure 3.4. The
used CPU is two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2660 “Sandy Bridge” processors at 2.2 Giga-
hertz (GHz) [18].

3.3 GPU

The typical differences between GPUs and CPUs are: the GPU has more cores than
the CPU and the CPU core has a higher clock speed than the GPU cores. In this
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thesis, 3D PMM uses the Nvidia’s GPUs GTX 590, C2050 and K20m. Table 3.1
shows the hardware specifications of these GPUs.

In the GPU, a number of cores are grouped together and called streaming multi-
processor (SM). Streaming multiprocessors in the GPU are capable of running mul-
tiple threads concurrently; this is called a single instruction multiple thread (SIMT)
architecture. SIMT enables programmers to achieve thread level parallelism. A
parallel execution is happening in the SMs and also in the “warps”. One warp con-
tains 32 threads; warps can spawn across the SMs, and each warp has their own
instructions and registers.

Table 3.1: Architecture specifications of GTX 590, C2050 and K20m.

Fermi Fermi Kepler

GTX 590 C2050 K20m

CUDA cores 512 448 2496

SM 16 14 13

Double precision 161.3 Gflops 515.2 Gflops 1174.78 Gflops

Compute capability 2 2 3.5

Memory bandwidth (ECC off) 163.9 GB/s 144 GB/s 208 GB/s

Memory size (GDDR5) 1536 MB 3072 MB 5120 MB

Total registers/thread 63 63 255

Shared memory banks 32 32 32

L1 cache 16 KB 16 KB 16 KB

Shared memory 48 KB 48 KB 48 KB

Read only cache - - 32 KB

SMs in the GPU are based on the scalable array multi thread, which allows grid
and thread blocks of 1D, 2D and 3D data. Therefore, programmers can write the
grid and block size to create a thread when executing the device kernel; this thread
block is called cooperative thread array (CTA)[19]. GPU performance can be
improved if the “latency” is hidden [20]; latency is the number of clock cycle needed
to execute next warp in the SM [21]. Each SM has single-precision CUDA cores,
double-precision units, special function units and load/store units [22].

The basic design structure of the GPU memory organization is the following.
Each streaming multiprocessor has their own instruction cache, registers, shared
memory, L1 cache, constant cache and texture cache; L2 cache, constant memory,
texture memory and global memory are shared among the multiple streaming mul-
tiprocessor.

Figure 3.6 (left) shows a simple block diagram of the memory organization in
the GPU [23]. Table 3.2 shows how threads are accessing these memories. In detail,
the role of each memory and how these memories are organized in the GPU are
described as follows.

Global Memory resides on the DRAM, which can read and write data from host to
device and device to host by using the CUDA API. The data in the global memory
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is accessible by all the threads until it is deallocated.

Local Memory is mainly used for the register spilling and holding the automatic
variables. Register spilling occurs when there is more register needed than is avail-
able. For both Fermi and Kepler, local memory is cached in L1 and L2 cache [5].
Local memory is located in the off-chip memory of the GPU [23].

L1/Shared Memory are on-chip memories. On Kepler, the main purpose of the L1
cache is to hold stack data and spilled registers from the register memory and cache
the local data [24]; whereas on Fermi, it caches global data as well as holds the
spilled registers. Shared memory access leads to better coalesces memory access
and reuse of the data again that is on-chip, which is as fast as the register if there is
no memory bank conflict. Memory bank conflicts occur when two or more threads in
the same warp try to access the same memory bank [25]. On both Fermi and Kepler,
the size of the L1 cache and shared memory can be modified by the programmer
using the CUDA API [26].

Constant Memory is located in off-chip memory, which can read and write from/to
host and device memory but it is only readable from the threads. Cached constants
are faster and only a few kilobytes are available [27].

Texture Memory resides in off-chip memory like constant memory, and is only read-
able from the threads; but it can read and write from/to host and device memory.
Texture cache is available as on-chip memory, which is slightly faster than the global
memory [27].

Read only cache memory is only available to Kepler micro-architecture GPU and
it is located in the on-chip memory of the GPU. Figure 3.6 (right) shows the working
principle of read cache memory; threads can only read the data from it. It caches
the global data like L1 in Fermi [24].

Table 3.2: CUDA threads memory access in the device.

Memory Location Cached Device Access Scope Life Time

Register On-chip N/A R/W one thread thread

Local DRAM Fermi, Kepler R/W one thread thread

Shared On-chip N/A R/W all threads in block thread block

Global DRAM Fermi, Kepler* R/W all threads in host Application

Constant DRAM Yes R all threads in host Application

Texture DRAM Yes R all threads in host Application

* K20m cache globals only in the L2 cache

Both Fermi and Kepler support kernel concurrency in the GPU. CUDA streams
are used to launch concurrent kernels, explained in section 4.3.4. Fermi supports
up to 16-way concurrent kernels but due to its architecture, all the kernel calls
are serialized by having just one hardware work queue in Fermi [22]. Kepler has 32
hardware work queues, which supports up to 32 simultaneous executions of the kernel
in single GPU [22]. The number of hardware queues are set by the environment
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variable CUDA DEVICE MAX CONNECTIONS. By default, Kepler has 8 hardware queues
[24, 28]. Since 3D PMM does not launch more than 8 concurrent kernels in GPU,
the default number of hardware work queues was used.
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Figure 3.6: Left: Schematic diagram of memory in GPU (on-chip and off-chip). Right:
Kepler’s read only cache memory.
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Chapter 4

Parallel Algorithms for 3D PMM

This chapter explains implementation details of the 3D PMM in shared memory
architectures, and for single and multiple GPUs. Especially, how the 3D domain is
decomposed into multiple domains; in particular, detailed information shows how
the data transfer is efficiently implemented between the CPU and GPUs. It also
explains how the computation and communication are achieved overlap within the
GPU by using CUDA streams. During the iteration (sweep), 3D PMM needs data
transfer between GPUs; to minimize this data transfer, peer to peer technique is
used in 3D PMM. Finally, this chapter shows launching of the multiple GPUs in
parallel using the OpenMP.

4.1 Shared Memory Programming for 3D PMM (isotropic case)

4.1.1 OpenMP Introduction

OpenMP provides parallelization for shared memory architectures. It consists of
compiler directives, a runtime library and environment variables, which facilitate the
data and task parallelism. OpenMP is based on the fork-join programming model,
where a master thread executes the programme. When this master thread meets
the parallel region that is set by OpenMP directive, it creates slave threads. Once
the job is done in the parallel region, slave threads terminate and the master thread
continues [29]. Sequential C or Fortran code can easily be parallelized by using the
OpenMP compiler directives. OpenMP’s run time library allows programmers to
choose a number of processes to execute the parallel region, which increases the
system throughput with minimum increase in time to complete the program [30].

4.1.2 OpenMP Implementation

Data parallelization is implemented for the isotropic case of 3D PMM. Listing 4.1
shows how all 6 sub-sweeps have been put into the parallel region using the OpenMP
directive. As mentioned before in section 2.3, only 2D plane (2D data) out of 3D data
can be parallelized one by one; that means only 2 loops can be parallelized out of 3
for-loops. Listing 4.2 shows using the OpenMP directive called collapse [31] puts
last 2 most inner for-loops into parallel region. Some of the variables are declared
as private to avoid race condition in the parallel code [32]. From the profiling tools
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Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [33] and gprof, we found
out that the existing loop order has a better “spatial locality” [34] compared to other
combinations of loop orders. Figure 4.1 shows sweeping order in each axial direction.

Listing 4.1: OpenMP version for 6 sub-sweeps in different directions in 3D PMM
isotropic case.

// one sweep call

void sweepDomain(double* T, const int _nx , const int _ny , const int _nz ,

const double _dx , const douuble _dy , const double _dz ,

const double _dxy , const double _dxz , const double _dyz ,

const double _dxyz , const int nthreads)

{

#pragma omp parallel

{

// sub -sweep from front to back

ComputeInZPDirection( 1, T, _nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz ,

_dxyz , nthreads);

// sub -sweep from back to front

ComputeInZNDirection (-1, T, _nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz ,

_dxyz , nthreads);

// sub -sweep from top to bottom

ComputeInYPDirection( 1, T, _nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz ,

_dxyz , nthreads);

// sub -sweep from bottom to top

ComputeInYNDirection (-1, T, _nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz ,

_dxyz , nthreads);

// sub -sweep from left to right

ComputeInXPDirection( 1, T, _nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz ,

_dxyz , nthreads);

// sub -sweep from right to left

ComputeInXNDirection (-1, T, _nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz ,

_dxyz , nthreads);

}

}

Listing 4.2: OpenMP version of 3D PMM isotropic case for sub-sweep in z-direction
from front to back.

void ComputeInZPDirection(int k, const int dk, double *d_T ,

const int _nx , const int _ny ,const int _nz ,

const double _dx , const double _dy , const double _dz ,

const double _dxy , const double _dxz , const double _dyz ,

const double _dxyz ,const int TED)

{

double Sl, t_new;

// surrounding node index for stencil and Eik3D calculation

const int dx_T = 1;

const int dy_T = ( _nx + 2);

// chunck size for each thread

int size = _nz / TED;

int i, j, k, id , bid;

// sub -sweep from front to back (in z- direction from front to back)

for(k = 0; k < _nz -1; k++)

{

#pragma omp for schedule(static , size) private(j, i, bid , id, t_new , Sl) collapse

(2)

for(j = 0; j < _ny; j++)

{

for(i = 0; i < _nx; i++)

{

// stencil computation

// new value update to the current node

}

}

}

}
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Figure 4.1: Sub-sweeping (a) in z-direction, (b) in y-direction and (c) in x-direction.

4.2 Single GPU

4.2.1 Programming in CUDA C

The CUDA programming language is used to target Nvidia GPUs for 3D PMM.
CUDA extends familiar programming languages such as C, C++ and Fortran to
achieve parallel computing in Nvidia GPUs. CUDA uses two keywords to distin-
guish the CPU and GPU: host and device. A host represents the CPU and CPU
memory. A device represents the GPU and GPU memory. As 3D PMM is written
in C, we focus on CUDA C in this thesis. The code can not be exclusively run
on GPU, like it is done on CPU, but we can transfer computations to GPU via C
code. This is possible by adding CUDA extensions to C functions, i.e., global ,
which enables functions to be run on the device. Such as function is called kernel.
When a kernel is invoked in the host side with CUDA threads, that enables thread
parallelism in the GPU. CUDA provides it own compiler called nvcc, this instructs
the kernel to execute on the device [5].

In order to process the data in the GPU, memory has to be allocated in the GPU;
cudaMalloc() is used to allocate memory in the GPU. Apart from the memory
allocation in the GPU, CUDA API cudaMemcpy() is used to transfer the initialized
data from host memory to the device memory and transfer the computed value from
the device memory to the host memory. The allocated device memory is deallocated
by calling the cudaFree() [5].
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In CUDA, all created threads are grouped into warps, where each warp contains
32 parallel threads. Once the kernel is invoked, the grid block is divided by the
number of SMs in the GPU, and different parts of the grid blocks are sent to the
different SMs, and finally threads in the warp from the grid block will be used to
execute the programme in parallel. The warp scheduler is responsible for assigning
warps to the GPU SMs. Fermi has two warp schedulers [35] and Kepler has four
[22].

4.2.2 Single GPU Implementation

The baseline general single GPU implementation is as follows:

1. Allocate the GPU memory (for the data processing and data copy).

2. Transfer the initialized CPU data to the GPU memory.

3. Start counting the computation time.

4. Launch the kernel and do the computation in the device.

5. Stop counting the computation time.

6. Transfer the computed data back to the CPU memory.

7. Free the GPU memory.

Listing 4.3: CUDA version of the 3D PMM (one sweeps contains all sup-sweeps).

for(sweep = 0; sweep < total_sweeps; sweep ++)

{

// sub -sweeping in z-direction , front to back

for(k = 0; k < _nz - 1; k++)

{

ComputeInZPDirection <<< dimGrid_z , dimBlock_z >>>(k, 1, d_T ,

_nx , _ny , _nz , _dx , _dy , _dz , _dxy , _dxz , _dyz , _dxyz , plus_z);

.

.

}

// sub -sweeping in z-direction , back to front

// ...

// sub -sweeping in y-direction , top to bottom

// ...

// sub -sweeping in y-direction , bottom to top

// ...

// sub -sweeping in x-direction , left to right

// ...

// sub -sweeping in x-direction , right to left

// ...

}

Listing 4.3 shows how the different direction of sub-sweep functions are being
called as kernel functions from main programme; this is the fourth step of the GPU
implementation listed above. Listing 4.4 shows the device code implementation of
one sub-sweep function.
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Listing 4.4: CUDA device kernel call for one sub-sweep in z-direction.

__global__

void ComputeInZPDirection(int k, const int dk, double *d_T ,

const int _nx , const int _ny ,const int _nz ,

const double _dx , const double _dy , const double _dz ,

const double _dxy , const double _dxz , const double _dyz ,

const double _dxyz ,const int plus)

{

// indexing

int i = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x;

int j = blockDim.y * blockIdx.y + threadIdx.y;

// allows only the threads needed for the computation

if ((j >= 0 && j < _ny) && (i >= 0 && i < _nx))

{

// stencil computation

// ...

// new value update to the current node

}

}

4.2.3 Possible Optimizations

Best 2D Thread Block

In single GPU implementation, the first optimization step is to focus on the 2D
thread blocks. Generally different thread blocks will give different kinds of SM oc-
cupancy [36] depending on the nature of the problem. CUDA occupancy is the ratio
between the active warps over maximum active warps in SM. Fermi has maximum
48 warps and 8 active thread blocks per SM; Kepler has maximum 64 warps and
16 active thread blocks per SM [22]. Choosing the appropriate thread block size
would give a better performance. Although there is a tool to predict this occupancy
without doing tests, only running tests will give a true solution to the particular
problem. In order to measure how the performance varies over the different thread
blocks, many test cases should be run for 3D PMM with different combination of
the thread blocks.

Increase the Size of L1 Cache in Fermi and Kepler

The next optimization technique is to focus on the use of the different on-chip mem-
ories of both Fermi and Kepler. The on-chip memories of the GPU such as L1 cache
and shared memory size can be resized by using the cudaDeviceSetCacheConfig()

[24]. For example, the default L1 cache size of the Fermi (GTX 590) is 16 KB and
size of shared memory is 48 KB [35], and this can be resized to 48 KB L1 cache and
16 KB shared memory. On Fermi, increasing the L1 cache allows more global data
cache [37] (more warps can efficiently use the L1 cache) and also can accommodate
more spilled registers from register memory (this might stop further register spilling
to L2 cache).

Use the Read-Only Data Cache in K20m

The Kepler architecture has another on-chip memory, which is called read only cache
memory (32 KB), however its size cannot be resized, but it behaves like a cache for
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the global data by adding ldg or restrict to the function parameter in the
global function [22]. It thereby works like a shared memory in the Fermi without
extra effort in the code (no need to launch the extra threads for the ghost nodes).
In 3D PMM, ldg is used locally for 9 stencil variables in all sub-sweeps. Listing
4.5 shows the use of read cache in K20m for CUDA 3D PMM implementation.

Listing 4.5: CUDA code for use of read only data cache locally in the kernel for x-direction
sub-sweep.

\\ 9 stencil variables encapsulated to read cache memory

tnew = fabs(__ldg(&T[(i+1) + HEIGHT * (j + WIDTH * k)]);

st = fabs(__ldg(&T[i + HEIGHT * (j + WIDTH * k)]));

\\ ...

Reduce the Register Usage in K20m

The last optimization is to consider the register usage, especially on Kepler since it
has 255 registers per thread. Minimizing the register usage might lead to launching
the maximum number of warps in the SM (minimize the latency). This is enabled by
either using the compiler flag -maxrregcount=<N> [38] or adding launch bounds

[5] to the global function. In 3D PMM, all sub-sweeps need the same number of
registers, and therefore, the total number of registers count is declared during the
code compilation.

4.3 Multi-GPU Implementations

In a multi-GPU implementation, the first step is to consider how to partition the
3D data. An efficient domain decomposition of 3D data will lead to faster com-
putation in the multiple GPUs kernel. This section illustrates partition of data
across the multiple GPUs for 3D PMM and considers pros and cons of different
approaches. It also explains the basic multi-GPU implementation, CUDA streams,
P2P for data transfer and how OpenMP threads for launching the multiple GPUs
are implemented.

4.3.1 Domain Decomposition

For the multiple GPU CUDA implementation, there are two kinds of data exchange
occurring between the GPUs. They are i) halo data transfer, and ii) data partition
(re-partition and undo re-partition). The data partition of 3D data is the key
issue, because, as mentioned before, 3D PMM iterations go in a axial directions
(partitioned data block need to be re-partitioned according to axial directions sub-
sweep). The main motivation is to avoid doing maximum number of times data
partition (re-partition and undo re-partition) in one sweep across the multiple GPUs.

For the halo computation and data partition, there are three possible ways of
partitioning a 3D data set: 1D , 2D and 3D partitioning. 1D data partition would
be the feasible solution in terms of computing and communication between GPUs
for 3D PMM. 2D and 3D data partition of 3D data might be one of the best option
in some cases but not for 3D PMM.
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For example, consider using 4 GPUs Figure 4.2(a) shows 2D decomposition of
3D data, however, this type of data partition requires three times the data partition
across the multiple GPUs in one sweep (for different axial direction sub-sweeps),
even though the halo computation can be carried out with this type of 2D data
partition.
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Figure 4.2: Sub-sweeping (a) in x-direction, (b) in y-direction and (c) in z- and x-
directions sub-sweep; (c) shows 1D data partition for two sub-sweeps direction (in z- and
x-directions).

Listing 4.6: Pseudo code for multiple GPU implementation of re-partitioning and undo
re-partitioning between the kernel calls (between the GPUs).

// initialize the host vector

// decompose (data partition ) the 3D domain into multiple small data blocks in CPU

// copy the decomposed data blocks into individual GPU memory from CPU

for (sweep = 0; sweep < no_sweeps; sweep ++)

{

// sub -sweep in Z-direction , front to back

// ...

// sub -sweep in Z-direction , back to front

// ...

// sub -sweep in X-direction , left to right

// ...

// sub -sweep in X-direction , right to left

// ...

re-partition data blocks for the 3 direction sub -sweep (see Listing 4.8)

// ...

// sub -sweep in Y-direction , top to bottom

// ...

// sub -sweep in Y-direction , bottom to top

// ...

undo re-partition data blocks for the fresh

new sweep iteration (see Listing 4.8)

// ..

}

// copy back from GPU to CPU host partitioned data block

// combine all host data blocks into single array or single data block

For instance, once we are done with the iteration in z-direction we will go to the
y-direction sub-sweep, where we will end up with just having 2 data blocks instead
of 4 data blocks, which can be seen in Figure 4.2(b). This means, y-direction sub-
sweep requires another new 2D re-partition. And even if we continue with this
2D re-partition decomposition, we need to do another new 2D re-partition data
decomposition for x-direction sub-sweep. In total, we need to do 3 times data
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partition (2 re-partition and 1 undo re-partition) across the multiple GPUs in one
sweep.

Looking at the Figure 4.2(c), this is 1D data partition and it requires only two
times the data partition (one re-partition and one undo re-partition) in one sweep,
i.e., we are able to use this data partition for the two axial-directions sub-sweep
(x- and z-directions). The pseudo code implementation can be seen in Listing 4.6.
Moreover, it is also suitable for the halo computation.

3D data decomposition will make 3D PMM more complicated for data re-partition
and also halo computation can not be done. Because, as mentioned in section 4.1.2,
each and every 2D plane of data should be calculated before starting the computa-
tion of the next adjacent 2D plane, hence this option will not work for 3D PMM.

4.3.2 Halo Computation and Communication

Figure 4.3 shows the halo data exchange between the GPUs, where ghost nodes
indicate the initial value of the 3D domain at outer surface, which will remain
unchanged throughout the computation. Halo exchange represents the boundary
value of each data block. Each data block has halo values from its neighbouring
data block, since the beginning of the data partition. Over the sub-sweep iterations,
these halo values have to be updated. To achieve this, these newly computed halo
values have to be transferred to its neighbouring data block. Listing 4.7 shows
implementation details of halo exchange between the GPUs in z-direction sub-sweep.
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Listing 4.7: Pseudo code for halo exchange between 2 GPUs in z-direction sub-sweep.

// sub -sweep in z-direction , front to back

for(i = 0; i < _nz -1; i++)

{

cudaSetDevice (0);

// comp_kernel_1 <<<-,->>> compute the data block_1

// unpack_kernel_1 <<<-,->>> copy the halo value to the GPU -1 buffer

// cudaMemcpy ( GPU -1 buffer to host buffer H_1)

cudaSetDevice (1);

// comp_kernel_2 <<<-,->>> compute the data block_2

// unpack_kernel_2 <<<-,->>> copy the halo value to the GPU -2 buffer

// cudaMemcpy ( GPU -2 buffer to host buffer H_2)

cudaDeviceSynchronize ();

cudaSetDevice (0);

// cudaMemcpy ( host buffer H_2 to GPU -1 buffer)

// pack_kernel_1 <<<-,->>> GPU -1 buffer to data block_1

cudaSetDevice (1);

// cudaMemcpy ( host buffer H_1 to GPU -2 buffer)

// pack_kernel_2 <<<-,->>> GPU -2 buffer to data block_2

cudaDeviceSynchronize ();

}

// sub -sweep in z-direction , back to front

for(i = _nz -1; i > 0; i++)

{

// ...

4.3.3 Data Transfer Optimization

In section 4.3.1, we have figured out an efficient way to do the data block for the sub-
sweeps. Figure 4.4 and Listing 4.6 show that we need to re-partition the data block
for the last sub-sweep (for the y-direction). Transferring complete data to the CPU
is not the best way to do the re-partition since there is one option that allows us to
keep some portion of the data within the GPUs; and re-partition can be performed
within the GPUs. To implement this, consider a 4× 4 matrix and to transpose this
matrix, the diagonal elements should not need to be moved. This technique has been
followed here to keep the diagonal part of data (decomposed 2D data) portion in the
respective GPUs. Listing 4.8 shows how the re-partition has been done in the GPUs.
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Listing 4.8: Pseudo code for re-partition data blocks within the GPUs.

// 2 z- directions sub -sweep are finished

// 2 x- directions sub -sweep are finished

// before go to y- direction sub -sweeps we need to to data re - partition

cudaSetDevice (0); // for data block 1 in GPU -0

unpack_kernel_00 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_1 , buffer (1,1) ,...,buffer (1,4));

// keep the buffer (1 ,1) within the GPU -0,

// copy rest of the data portion to CPU buffers

cudaSetDevice (1); // for data block 2 in GPU -1

unpack_kernel_11 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_2 , buffer (2,1) ,...,buffer (2,4));

// keep the buffer (2 ,2) within the GPU -1,

// copy rest of the data portion to CPU buffers

cudaSetDevice (2); // for data block 3 in GPU -2

unpack_kernel_22 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_3 , buffer (3,1) ,...,buffer (3,4));

// keep the buffer (3 ,3) within the GPU -2,

// copy rest of the data portion to CPU buffers

// same procedure follows to GPU -3

// ...

// copy all the CPU buffers to different GPU buffers

// ...

//re -arrange the data block starts

cudaSetDevice (0); // for new data block 1 in GPU -0

// use the buffer data blocks (2 ,1), (3 ,1) and (4 ,1); and (1 ,1) from the GPU -0

pack_kernel_00 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_1 , buffer (1,1) ,...,buffer (1,4));

cudaSetDevice (1); // for new data block 2 in GPU -1

// use the buffer data blocks (1 ,2), (3 ,2) and (4 ,2); and (2 ,2) from the GPU -1

pack_kernel_11 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_2 , buffer (1,1) ,...,buffer (1,4));

cudaSetDevice (2); // for new data block 3 in GPU -2

// use the buffer data blocks (1 ,3), (2 ,3) and (4 ,3); and (3 ,3) from the GPU -2

pack_kernel_22 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_3 , buffer (1,1) ,...,buffer (1,4));

// same procedure follows to GPU -3

// ...

// once data re - partition is done

// start doing 2 y- directions sub -sweep

4.3.4 Using the CUDA Streams

Before studying CUDA streams, it is useful to describe page-locked memory for the
asynchronous copy, as CUDA stream requires asynchronous copy rather than the
synchronous copy. For the single GPU, so far cudaMalloc() is used for the GPU
device memory allocation, and the C library routine malloc() for the CPU host
memory allocation. However, advanced CUDA runtime provides the fastest way
of accessing the memory from the CPU host, which will minimize the cost of the
memory transfer between CPU and GPU. Generally C library malloc() allocates
the pageable host memory, which can not be directly accessed by the Direct Access
Memory (DAM) in GPU, which leads to higher latency and lower bandwidth. CUDA
runtime API uses cudaMallocHost() to create page-locked host memory, which can
be directly accessed by the DAM in GPU, which gives lower latency and higher
bandwidth [4]. Figure 4.5 illustrates the difference between pageable and page-
locked memory copy in GPU. Using page-locked memory, the performance can be
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increased roughly up to two times [39, 4].
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Figure 4.5: Pageable data transfer versus Pinned data transfer.

CUDA streams represent the sequence order of tasks in the GPU. These tasks
can be either memory copying and/or kernel launches. Multiple CUDA stream helps
to overlap the computation and communication time in a single GPU as well as on
multiple GPUs. Devices whose compute capability is 1 can only do the concurrency
in CPU/GPU, whereas compute capability 2 and more than 2 can support concur-
rency in GPU kernels. The term compute capability refers to the hardware support
of a particular GPU. It is defined during code compilation time (-arch=sm 20 and
-arch=sm 35). The devices used in this master thesis are having 2 or more than 2
compute capability.
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Figure 4.6: Difference between synchronous (no CUDA streams) and asynchronous (with
CUDA streams).

Using CUDA streams implies that there is no need to use cudaMemcpy() any
more, which is a synchronous call, instead we should use the cudaMemcpyAsync().
The cudaMemcpy() guarantees the copy call, meaning that when this function re-
turns, the data that is supposed to be copied will be copied. On the other hand
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cudaMemcpyAsync(), copies the data which will not be exactly as it is supposed
to be copied; this is called non blocking copy. cudaMemcpyAsync() can be con-
trolled by using the CUDA stream, where cudamemcpyAsync() function call accepts
CUDA stream as a parameter. In order to use this function, the host side memory
should be allocated through the cudaMallocHost(); this is the reason, it has been
mentioned at the beginning of the section about this page-locked memory, and it is
called “pinned” memory. Figure 4.6 shows how the CUDA streams help to overlap
the computation and communication.

3D PMM used the CUDA streams for the halo data exchange between CPU and
multiple-GPUs. Listing 4.9 shows the pseudo code of the CUDA streams usage in
z-direction sub-sweep.

Listing 4.9: Pseudo code for CUDA streams halo exchange between 2 GPUs and overlap
(computation and communication) in z-direction sub-sweep.

//sub -sweep in z-direction , front to back

for(i = 0; i < _nx -1; i++)

{

cudaSetDevice (0);

// halo_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> Halo computation for data block_1

// inner_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_C_0 >>> Inner computation for data block_1

// unpack_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> copy the halo value to the GPU -1 buffer

// cudaMemcpyAsync (GPU -1 buffer to host buffer H_1 , stream_H_0 )

cudaSetDevice (1);

// halo_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> Halo computation for data block_2

// inner_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_C_1 >>> Inner computation for data block_2

// unpack_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> copy the halo value to the GPU -2 buffer

// cudaMemcpyAsync (GPU -2 buffer to host buffer H_2 , stream_H_1 )

// cudaStreamSynchronous ; // halo_streams (stream_H_0 , stream_H_1 )

cudaSetDevice (0);

// cudaMemcpyAsync (host buffer H_2 to GPU -1 buffer , stream_H_0 )

// pack_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> copy new halo to data block_1

cudaSetDevice (1);

// cudaMemcpyAsync (host buffer H_1 to GPU -2 buffer , stream_H_1 )

// pack_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> copy new halo to data block_2

// cudaStreamSynchronous // compute_streams (stream_C_0 , stream_C_1 )

}

//sub -sweep in z-direction , back to front

for(i = _nz -1; i > 0 ; i++)

{

// ...

4.3.5 Peer-to-Peer Memory Copy Between GPUs

Besides the computation part, the main focus is to minimize the cost of data transfer
between the CPU and GPUs. To minimize the cost of the data transfer, Nvidia
provides a new technology called GPUDirect, which can support the peer-to-peer
(P2P) communication between multiple GPUs through the Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express (PCI-e) connection in a single compute node of CPU, thereby
avoiding copy overhead and temporary buffering in CPU memory for data transfer.
Figure 4.7 illustrates P2P principle of direct data transfer between the 2 GPUs [41];
the theoretical peak performance of the PCI-e is 8 GB/s [40]. There are also other
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kinds of GPUDirect version available to accelerate communication between CPU
and GPUs. For instance, launching the kernel in GPU0 with directly accessing the
memory of the GPU1, which is called direct memory access.

GPU0 Memory GPU1 Memory 

P2P direct memory transfer

PCI-e

GPU0 GPU1

cudaMemcpyPeer()

Figure 4.7: P2P direct memory transfer between 2 GPUs.

Listing 4.10: CUDA code P2P for halo copy in z-direction sub-sweep in 3D PMM.

// cudaSetDevice (Dev_0)

// ...

// cudaDeviceEnablePeerAccess (Dev_1 , Dev_0);

// cudaSetDevice (Dev_1)

// ...

// cudaDeviceEnablePeerAccess (Dev_0 , Dev_1);

// sub -sweep in z-direction , front to back

for(i = 0; i < _nz -1; i++)

{

cudaSetDevice(Dev_0)

// halo_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> Halo computation for data block_1

// inner_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_C_0 >>> Inner computation for data block_1

// unpack_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> copy the halo value to the GPU -1 buffer

cudaSetDevice(Dev_1)

// halo_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> Halo computation for data block_2

// inner_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_C_1 >>> Inner computation for data block_2

// unpack_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> copy the halo value to the GPU -2 buffer

// cudaStreamSynchronous ; // halo_streams (stream_H_0 , stream_H_1 )

cudaSetDevice(Dev_0)

// cudaMemcpyPeerAsync ( GPU -2 buffer to GPU -1 buffer , stream_H_0 )

// pack_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> copy new halo to data block_1

cudaSetDevice(Dev_1)

// cudaMemcpyPeerAsync ( GPU -1 buffer to GPU -2 buffer , stream_H_1 )

// pack_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> copy new halo to data block_2

// cudaStreamSynchronous // compute_streams (stream_C_0 , stream_C_1 )

}

// sub -sweep in z-direction , back to front

for(i = _nz -1; 0 > i; i++)

{

// ...
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In 3D PMM, computations use two types (halo and partition data) of data trans-
fer between CPU and GPUs. To achieve faster data transfer between GPUs, P2P is
used for the halo exchange data. Later, P2P is used for both halo as well as portion
of the data block. New features of CUDA API called cudaMemcpyAsyncpeer() is
used for the halo data transfer between GPUs; and even before computation starts,
GPUs have to be peered, in between which GPUs the data has to be transferred.

Listing 4.11: Pseudo code of P2P for data re-partition in 3D PMM. Same procedure
follows for the re-partition the data and undo the re-partition the data for the new iteration
sweep.

//re - partition the data for the 3 direction sub -sweep and

Example for 4 GPUs

cudaSetDevice (0); // for data block 1 in GPU -0

unpack_kernel_00 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_1 , buffer (1,1) ,...,buffer (1,4));

// keep the buffer (1 ,1) within the GPU -0,

cudaSetDevice (1); // for data block 2 in GPU -1

unpack_kernel_11 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_2 , buffer (2,1) ,...,buffer (2,4));

// keep the buffer (2 ,2) within the GPU -1,

cudaSetDevice (2); // for data block 3 in GPU -2

unpack_kernel_22 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_3 , buffer (3,1) ,...,buffer (3,4));

// keep the buffer (3 ,3) within the GPU -2,

// same procedure follows to GPU -3

// ...

// portion of data exchange between the GPU buffers

cudaSetDevice (0);

cudaMemcpyPeer(new_buffer (2,1), 0, buffer (1,2), 1, data_size);

// ...

cudaSetDevice (1);

cudaMemcpyPeer(new_buffer (1,2), 1, buffer (2,1), 0, data_size);

// ...

// same procedure follows to GPU -3 and GPU -4

// ...

//re -arrange the data block starts

cudaSetDevice (0); // for new data block 1 in GPU -0

// use the new_buffer data blocks (2 ,1) ,(3,1) and (4 ,1); and (1 ,1) from the GPU -0

pack_kernel_00 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_1 , buffer (1,1) ,..., new_buffer (1,4));

cudaSetDevice (1); // for new data block 2 in GPU -1

// use the new_buffer data blocks (1 ,2) ,(3,2) and (4 ,2); and (2 ,2) from the GPU -1

pack_kernel_11 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_2 , new_buffer (1,1) ,..., new_buffer (1,4));

cudaSetDevice (2); // for new data block 3 in GPU -2

// use the new_buffer data blocks (1 ,3) ,(2,3) and (4 ,3); and (3 ,3) from the GPU -2

pack_kernel_22 <<<__,__ >>>(data_block_3 , new_buffer (1,1) ,..., new_buffer (1,4));

// same procedure follows to GPU -4

// ...

Listing 4.10 contains detailed information of the P2P in 3D PMM for halo data.
Listing 4.11 shows detailed information of P2P for data partition among the GPUs.

4.3.6 CUDA with OpenMP

The previous sections described how multiple-GPUs are controlled by the single
CPU host thread. To investigate further speedup in the computation, multiple host
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threads are used to control the multiple GPUs. Figure 4.8 shows the schematic
working principle of how multiple host threads control the multi-GPUs; Listing 4.12
shows the code implementation.

GPU 0

GPU 1

GPU 2

serial parallel serial

master 
thread Multi-threaded

Figure 4.8: OpenMP threads (multi-threaded) control the multiple-GPUs.

Listing 4.12: Pseudo code for launching the OpenMP threads to control the multiple
GPUs device in z-direction sub-sweep.

// cudaSetDevice (Dev_0)

// ...

// cudaDeviceEnablePeerAccess (Dev_1 , Dev_0);

// cudaSetDevice (Dev_1)

// ...

// cudaDeviceEnablePeerAccess (Dev_0 , Dev_1);

// sub -sweep in z-direction , front to back

for(i = 0; i < _nz -1; i++)

{

#pragma omp parallel

{

int tid = omp_get_thread_num ();

if(tid == 0)

{

cudaSetDevice (0)

// halo_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> Halo computation for data block_1

// inner_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_C_0 >>> Inner computation for data block_1

// unpack_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> copy the halo value to the GPU -1 buffer

}

if(tid == 1)

{

cudaSetDevice (1)

// halo_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> Halo computation for data block_2

// inner_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_C_1 >>> Inner computation for data block_2

// unpack_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> copy the halo value to the GPU -2 buffer

}

#pragma omp barrier

// cudaStreamSynchronous ; // halo_streams (stream_H_0 , stream_H_1 )

if(tid == 0)

{

cudaSetDevice (0)

// cudaMemcpyPeerAsync ( GPU -2 buffer to GPU -1 buffer , stream_H_0 )

// pack_kernel_1 <<<-,-,stream_H_0 >>> copy new halo to data block_1

}

if(tid == 1)

{

cudaSetDevice (1)

// cudaMemcpyPeerAsync ( GPU -1 buffer to GPU -2 buffer , stream_H_1 )

// pack_kernel_2 <<<-,-,stream_H_1 >>> copy new halo to data block_2

}

// cudaStreamSynchronous ; // halo_streams (stream_C_0 , stream_C_1 )

}

}
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

This chapter shows the results of all the implementations that have been described
in this master thesis. Moreover, it shows how different optimization approaches in
single GPU implementation are paid off. To draw a conclusion, multi-core CPU
implementation results are compared to the single GPU implementation; and single
GPU implementation results are compared to multiple-GPU implementations. More
detailed information is also given to explain the performance variations on different
architectures.

The parameter setup for 3D PMM simulations are as follows:
Anisotropic case
(i) Ψ = 1, axial direction a(−0.35, 0.4, 0.7), (ii) F = 1.1, (iii) convergence criteria is
set to 8 sweeps.
Isotropic case
(i) Ψ = 0, (ii) F = 1.1, (iii) convergence criteria is set to 8 sweeps.

Computational results are shown and discussed in computational times instead
of floating point operations, and all the calculations that are show in the thesis are
double precision. The computational times that are reported in this chapter are
average times from three readings.

5.1 Single GPU Performance Analysis and Optimization

This section shows the performance analysis of the single GPU 3D PMM implemen-
tation. In terms of computation, the main differences between the isotropic and
anisotropic cases are computation time and register usage. Isotropic uses maximum
44 registers, whereas anisotropic uses maximum 74. In order to get optimal perfor-
mance from the single GPU, four possible optimization approaches were considered:
(i) launching different thread blocks in the kernel; (ii) increasing the on-chip L1
cache; (iii) reduce the registers usage; (iv) use the read cache memory in K20m.

5.1.1 Optimized 2D Thread Block

Table 5.1 shows the decreased speedup in percent for different thread blocks for
anisotropic case with grid size N = 5123 in GTX 590. The baseline thread block
was 8 X 8, which is the best combination of the thread block compared to the others
seen in Table 5.1. Fermi has two warp schedulers in SM [35], and therefore it is good
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to have minimum 64 threads in one thread block (Kepler has 4 warp schedulers in
SM [22]). There is no difference in theoretical occupancy because of the register
usage. As mentioned earlier, the anisotropic case needs 74 registers per thread.
Unfortunately, however, Fermi has only 63 [22] registers per thread, which implies
that the register usage is the bottleneck for occupancy.

Table 5.1: Different thread blocks are compared to baseline thread block (8 X 8 ) in
Fermi GTX 590.

Thread Block % Speedup* Thread Block % Speedup* Threads/Block % Occupancy

32 X 2 -7.24 16 X 4 -1.70 64* 33*

32 X 4 -10.05 16 X 8 -4.16 128 33

32 X 8 -14.41 16 X 12 -7.19 196 33

32 X 16 -13.56 16 X 16 -7.36 256 33

* Speedup is based on the baseline thread block 8 X 8

On Kepler, each thread can have up to 255 [22] registers, and that increases the
possibility of increasing theoretical occupancy in SM, see Table 5.2. The baseline
thread block size 8X8 has given a better speedup than the other thread block
combinations. Based on results from Table 5.1 and 5.2, thread block size 8X8
is used for further computations in 3D PMM.

Table 5.2: Different thread blocks are compared to baseline thread block (8 X 8) in
Kepler K20m.

Thread Block % Speedup* Thread Block % Speedup* Threads/Block % Occupancy

32 X 2 -6.19 16 X 4 -0.76 64* 38*

32 X 4 -4.20 16 X 8 -0.74 128 38

32 X 8 -12.10 16 X 12 -7.26 196 33

32 X 16 -10.68 16 X 16 -9.36 256 38

* Speedup is based on the baseline thread block 8 X 8

5.1.2 Increasing the L1 Cache Size

Kepler and Fermi have on-chip resizeable L1 cache and shared memory, and in
addition to that, Kepler has another memory called read cache memory. Table 5.3
shows how much the computation speedup is increased when utilizing L1 cache in
different GPU architectures. Increasing L1 cache in C2050 and GTX 590 results in
improved performance compared to the default memory setup. The reason for this
speedup is the spilled registers from register memory might stay in the L1 cache if its
size (L1 cache) is increased. This reduces further data spilling to L2 cache and local
memory, and also reduces the latency and increases the bandwidth. The difference in
speedup between C2050 and GTX 590 is mainly because of the difference in double
precision computation power of the GPUs.

Looking at Table 5.3, there is not much improvement that can be seen in K20m
for increasing its L1 cache. As mentioned above, it is due to K20m, which can
already use up to 255 [22] registers per thread, and K20m’s L1 cache is for spilled
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registers and stack data [24]. Since there is no register spilling in the computation,
we did not see any increased performance compared to the baseline implementation
(74 registers with 16 KB L1 cache) even if we increase the L1 cache.

Table 5.3: Speedup in % from increasing L1 cache size (from 16 KB to 48 KB) in
GPUs (GTX 590, C2050 and K20m) and using read only data cache in K20m.

N
% L1 cache
GTX590

% L1 cache
C2050

% L1 cache
K20m

% Read only
data cache
K20m

1283 1.84 3.15 -0.34 1.37

1603 1.41 2.49 0.00 2.28

2563 1.27 3.04 0.23 4.03

3203 0.69 1.75 0.97 3.67

4003 0.67 1.87 0.19 3.58

5123 1.47 4.06 0.17 4.13

5.1.3 Use the Read only Cache in K20m

Using the read only cache in K20m, results that show a modest speedup in compu-
tation time can be seen in Table 5.3. Read only cache increases the good spatial
locality for the global data that are in the read only cache memory. In K20m, global
data caches only in L2 [24]; in this case, read only cache behaves like shared mem-
ory in Fermi, thus reducing the latency and increasing the bandwidth for the data
transfer. See Listing 4.5 for the implementation details.

5.1.4 Reducing the Register Usage
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Figure 5.1: Flow diagram of K20m’s simultaneous execution of more warps in SM.

Restricting the register usage in the K20m leads to register spilling to L1 as well as
allowing the maximum number of warps to execute simultaneously in the SM [42].
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Figure 5.1 shows the schematic working principle of K20m, where more warps can
be executed concurrently if it has the available register resources in the SM.

While choosing the minimum usage of the registers, the occupancy should be
kept as same as it was before (baseline thread block is 8 X 8 of 38% occupancy).
Computation performance should be considered while choosing the registers. For in-
stance, spilling fewer registers, warps waiting time will not be decreased, and spilling
more registers, communication time between L1 cache and registers will increase.
So a number of test cases should be done before choosing appropriate register num-
ber according to the problem. In 3D PMM anisotropic, using 61 registers yields
better performance. Table 5.4 shows the performance depending of register usage in
different scenarios (default L1 cache size, increased 48 KB L1 cache and read only
cache).

Table 5.4: Speedup in % using the 61 (R61) registers with 16 KB L1 (L116), 48 KB L1
(L148) and read cache (Reca) + 48 KB L1 (L148). Speedup % is based on the baseline (
16 KB L1 + 74 registers).

N % R61+L116 % R61+L148 % R61+L148+Reca
1283 0.36 0.14 3.72

1603 3.90 3.36 8.01

2563 7.50 7.95 12.57

3203 8.50 8.87 13.99

4003 9.46 10.37 14.82

5123 9.64 10.59 15.95

Figure 5.2 shows how much the speedup is increased further while choosing
more combination of on-chip memory with the register usage, especially using the 61
registers plus 48 KB L1 cache with read only cache gives better speedup performance
than the other combinations.
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Figure 5.2: Performance variation in K20m of register usage with different on-chip
memories.
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Table 5.3 shows that already using the read only cache gives increased speedup
up to 5%. Combining these two, register usage and read only cache give best per-
formance in K20m for 3D PMM anisotropic.

The results in Table 5.3 indicate that a shared memory implementation will not
help to improve the performance further, and also there is execution dependency
in the 3D PMM, which was seen from the CUDA Nsight profiler. It shows that
execution dependency approximately lies between 55% to 60%, which concludes that
the problem is based on compute bound, not memory bound. Some performance
issues will occur for the shared memory implementation. They are i) the need to
store the ghost layer along with buffer layer (some threads will be wasted without
doing the computation); and ii) threads synchronization might consume some time
[43]. Therefore, considering these technical aspects, we have not continued with the
shared memory implementation.

5.2 Comparison Between Hand Coded CUDA versus Multicore-
CPUs and MINT

This section describes performance of the hand coded CUDA version of 3D PMM.
Hand coded CUDA is compared to MINT C translator for the 3D PMM anisotropic
case. A shared memory programming model was used to implement a CPU parallel
version for 3D PMM isotropic case and its performance is compared against the
different GPU architectures.

5.2.1 GPU versus Multicore CPU for 3D PMM (Isotropic)

In the isotropic case, the multi threaded parallel code is yielding better performance
than the single threaded serial code, and at the same time, GPUs are giving better
speedup compared to the multi threaded CPU code, which can be seen in Table 5.5.
Figure 5.3 shows that the problem is scaling very well on shared memory NUMA
architecture. Especially when the grid size is increased, almost 1.8X linear speedup
is attained. While doing the computation, Error Correcting Code (ECC) is ON only
for the C2050 card by default.

As can be seen in Table 5.5 there is a speedup difference between the different
GPUs. It is mainly because of GPU architecture (for example memory bandwidth,
maximum number of registers per thread and double precision performance). For
instance, C2050 double precision performance is 515.2 GFLOPS [44], whereas, K20m
double precision is 1174.78 GFLOPS [45]. GTX 590 is mainly designed for computer
games. So, its double precision performance is lower than that of the other two GPU
cards that are used for this thesis.
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Table 5.5: Computation time in seconds for 3D PMM isotropic case. ti represents the
time taken for the CPU using i cores.

N t1 t2 t4 t8 t16 GTX 590 C2050 K20m

1283 13.96 7.27 3.81 2.12 1.26 0.49 0.46 0.33

1603 27.53 17.49 8.85 4.65 2.54 0.90 0.79 0.55

2563 114.56 58.34 30.20 16.03 8.94 3.31 2.93 1.89

3203 226.07 139.05 70.36 37.12 20.14 6.14 5.56 3.60

4003 434.61 270.52 138.49 72.49 39.48 11.78 10.59 7.14

5123 1107.89 476.02 242.99 130.03 70.43 25.21 22.10 19.09

Data movement is not influencing the speedup in 3D PMM stencil computation,
because tiling (blocking the data so that part of data can reside in the cache to
minimize the data transfer time) implementation for the serial code did not achieve
any performance improvement. The reason is that the calculation time in each
compute node is higher than the data movement (main memory to cache) time. 3D
PMM isotropic case was also tested with single precision calculations, but still there
is no difference in speedup between GTX 590 and C2050, even though GTX 590
has 163.9 GB/s [46] memory bandwidth which is higher than the C2050 (144 GB/s)
[44].
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Figure 5.3: Relative speedup of the CPU parallel version for 3D PMM isotropic case.
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5.2.2 Hand Coded CUDA versus MINT Translator for 3D PMM

In the anisotropic case, the hand coded CUDA is giving slightly increased perfor-
mance compared to the MINT translated C to CUDA code [1]; Table 5.6 shows the
performance results. The increased speedup is achieved because GTX 590 has com-
pute capability 2 and it has maximum 2 warp schedulers [35]. Hand coded CUDA
launches maximum 64 threads per block, i.e., 2 warps per block, while the MINT
is launching 8 warps per block, i.e., 256 threads per block. That is the reason why
hand coded CUDA is slightly faster than the MINT translated C code.

According to the CUDA occupancy, there is no difference in occupancy between
64 to 256 threads per block, since computation uses maximum 63 registers per
thread, that is the maximum number of registers that one single thread can have
in Fermi (GTX 590 and C2050). However, in most cases, keeping lower occupancy
gives better performance [47].

Listing 5.1: Hand coded CUDA 2D thread block.

// for example if the grid size is 400

dim3 numBlocks(ceil (400/8) +1 ,ceil (400/8)+1, 1);

dim3 threadsPerBlock (8, 8, 1); // 64 threads

Moreover, keeping the 64 threads in a block gives 8 active thread blocks per
SM, which is 4 times higher than keeping 256 (gives 2 active thread blocks per SM)
threads per block. In this case, register usage is a bottleneck for (GTX 590 and
C2050) the performance. Hence having just 8 active thread blocks per SM gives
better performance than the having just 2 active thread blocks per SM. Because of
this, small thread blocks share the better SM resource than having more threads in
one block. The test results further show that launching just 64 threads per block
gives fair performance that can be seen in Table 5.1 and 5.2. Figure 5.4 shows
the launching of 64 threads per block and Listing 5.1 shows the 2D thread block
launching in the hand coded CUDA version.

Table 5.6: MINT translated code versus hand coded CUDA.

N MINT CUDA GTX 590

sec sec Increased %

1603 2.43 3.68 -51.44

3203 31.09 24.22 22.10

4003 57.42 45.76 20.31

There are some computation time performance differences between the GPUs for
the isotropic and anisotropic cases, which can be noticed in Table 5.5 and 5.6. It
is due to the anisotropic stencil formulation, which requires more computation time
than the isotropic.
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Figure 5.4: 2D Thread blocks.

5.3 Multi-GPU

This section explains why multiple GPU implementations have given increased per-
formance compared to single GPU implementation. It describes how the perfor-
mance is further increased using advanced techniques of CUDA, such as CUDA
streams and P2P, and further on describing how the OpenMP threads failed to out-
perform single host thread. For reader’s convenience and easier comparison, pseudo
names were given to these implementations:

M BASL refers to basic multiple GPU implementation of synchronous version, see
Listing 4.7, 4.6 and 4.8.

M OPTI 1 refers to multiple GPU implementation of asynchronous version (CUDA
streams), see Listing 4.9.

M OPTI 2 refers to multiple GPU implementation of asynchronous version with
P2P for halo data transfer, see Listing 4.10.

M OPTI 3 refers to multiple GPU implementation of asynchronous version with
P2P for data transfer (re-partition data), see Figure 4.4 and Listing 4.11.

M OPTI 4 refers to OpenMP threads controlling the multiple GPU implementa-
tion of asynchronous version with P2P for data transfer (re-partition data),
see Listing 4.12.

5.3.1 Synchronous Version

In multiple GPU implementations, ECC was turned OFF for GTX 590 and C2050,
whereas in K20m, it was ON while doing the computation. Table 5.7 shows the
computation time in seconds for single and multiple GPU implementations. Table
5.9 shows the increased speedup in percent using 2 and 4 GPUs compared to single
GPU implementation. This method is based on the synchronization (that means no
CUDA streams); Listing 4.7, 4.6 and 4.8 show this implementation model.
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We can observe in Table 5.7 that the problem is scaled very well when the grid
size is increased for 2 and 4 GPUs, especially in K20m, the speedup is increased for
the grid size 4003 and above. However, for the smaller grid sizes, i.e., N = 1283, we
do not achieve any speedup. This is natural in many cases when the computation
time is less than the communication time between compute nodes (i.e. between
GPUs).

Table 5.7: Computation time in seconds of M BASL (3D PMM anisotropic).

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 1 GPU* 2 GPU 4 GPU 1 GPU* 2 GPU 4 GPU 1 GPU* 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 1.64 1.76 2.20 2.12 1.95 2.20 1.07 1.65 2.42

1603 2.75 2.60 2.90 3.68 3.13 3.21 1.63 2.22 3.15

2563 9.31 7.30 6.57 13.01 9.06 7.45 4.79 5.42 6.30

3203 17.12 12.25 10.23 24.22 15.85 11.89 8.42 8.90 9.09

4003 32.09 21.71 17.13 45.76 28.62 20.09 15.33 14.54 14.33

5123 64.97 42.25 31.22 93.06 56.40 37.41 29.88 26.90 24.66

* Single GPU computation time in seconds

Figure 4.4 and Listing 4.8 show the efficient implementation of the data parti-
tion, which is being kept within the GPU that minimizes the data transfer through
the host. Basically we are stopping ((N+2)/N GPU)*((N+2)/N GPU)*(N+2)*8*2

bytes of data transfer from each N number of GPU, which minimizes the over-
all data transfer time in the computation. Here, 2 refers to 2 times data parti-
tion (re-partition and undo re-partition) and 8 refers to size of double. For ex-
ample, consider 2 GPUs and N = 512. Then in total we save approximately
((512+2)/2)*((512+2)/2)*(512+2) *8*2 ≈ 518 Megabyte (MB) data through
the host side. For example, Table 5.8 shows how much time that can be saved
by keeping some portion of the data within the respective GPU while doing the
data partition (re-partition and undo re-partition) for the new axial direction sub-
sweeps; and also we can observe that complete data transfer (data trans) time is
almost equal to double the time of keeping the data (data keep) within the respective
GPU. This data transfer cannot be overlapped, because it has to be re-partitioned
before starting to do the computation.

Table 5.8: Total data transfer time in sec for data block re-partition for different axial
direction sub-sweeps in 2 and 4 GTX 590 GPUs. The data keep refers to keeping the
portion of the data within the respective GPU. The data trans refers to transferring all
the data into another GPU.

N
2 GPU GTX 590 4 GPU GTX 590

data keep(sec) data trans(sec) difference(sec) data keep(sec) data trans(sec) difference(sec)

1283 0.0699 0.1918 0.1219 0.1902 0.2551 0.0648

1603 0.1780 0.3562 0.1781 0.3142 0.4211 0.1069

2563 0.0693 1.3805 0.6869 1.0841 1.4173 0.3332

3203 1.3396 2.6491 1.3095 2.0430 2.6509 0.6079

4003 2.5027 4.8768 2.3741 3.8206 5.0554 1.2347

5123 5.1302 10.1291 4.9989 7.6753 13.2638 5.5885
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Apart from minimizing the data transfer time, there is another interesting fac-
tor that gives the speedup in the multiple GPU implementations, namely the work
distribution among the GPUs. As mentioned before, 3D PMM is a compute bound
problem, so in single GPU implementation, as the grid size increases, the SM re-
source will decrease and put the warps in the queue, i.e., the latency will be in-
creased.

Table 5.9: Speedup in % of M BASL (3D PMM anisotropic). Speedup % is based on
the single GPU performance.

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 -7.14 -33.76 8.15 -3.51 -53.76 -125.37

1603 5.42 -5.21 14.90 12.89 -35.94 -92.71

2563 21.53 29.39 30.37 42.74 -13.14 -31.39

3203 28.47 40.26 34.53 50.90 -5.69 -7.92

4003 32.33 46.63 37.45 56.10 5.18 6.51

5123 34.96 51.95 39.40 59.80 9.95 17.46

5.3.2 Asynchronous Version (CUDA Streams)

Using the CUDA streams, 3D PMM yields better performance compared to the
synchronous version, which can be seen in Table 5.11. It shows the performance
increment in percent for 2 and 4 GPUs of 3D PMM (anisotropic case). As we can
notice that using all four GPUs, 3D PMM utilized the CUDA streams very well
for the grid size 2563 and above. Table 5.10 shows the overall computation time in
seconds for M OPTI 1 method.

Table 5.10: Computation time in seconds of M OPTI 1 implementation (3D PMM
anisotropic).

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 1.56 2.51 1.74 2.41 1.40 2.53

1603 2.33 3.28 2.77 3.37 1.97 3.35

2563 6.71 6.53 8.48 7.09 4.73 6.17

3203 11.61 10.06 15.12 11.33 7.75 8.65

4003 20.91 16.61 27.65 19.12 13.42 13.23

5123 41.16 29.03 55.14 35.81 25.30 22.82

Figure 5.5 shows the computation and communication overlap in the device. Fig-
ure 5.5(a) shows the optimized overlap between the inner points (main computation)
computation and halo computation. The basic factor is to minimize the inner points
computation time while doing the halo computation. Some times, inner points com-
putation needs extra time if we had chosen the inefficient thread block (choosing
random thread block) for the halo computation, which can be seen in Figure 5.5(b).
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Table 5.11: Speedup in % of M OPTI 1 (3D PMM anisotropic). Speedup % is based on
M BASL.

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 11.31 -13.89 10.88 -9.41 15.29 -4.44

1603 10.52 -13.06 11.64 -4.99 11.35 -6.59

2563 8.09 0.56 6.35 4.83 12.81 2.02

3203 5.20 1.68 4.66 4.68 12.99 4.89

4003 3.71 3.03 3.38 4.84 7.70 7.69

5123 2.59 7.01 2.23 4.27 5.97 7.48

Choosing the optimized thread block (same size as the inner points computa-
tion) for the halo computation, will yield very efficient overlap in computation and
communication. In 3D PMM, halo computation has the 2D thread block as same
as the inner points computation (i.e. 64 threads per block).

Halo computation
(stream 0)

Inner points computation
(stream 1)

Halo computation
(stream 0)

Inner points computation
(stream 1)

Actual computation and communication time 
                      in the CUDA Kernel

Extra
time

Time

(a) Halo computation does not increase the inner point computation time

(b) Halo computation does increase the inner points computation time

try to minimize this extra time

Putting back new 
halo value

Host to Device (HtoD)Device to Host (DtoH)
Taking Halo value

Figure 5.5: CUDA streams overlap (computation) within the single GPU. (a) Choosing
efficient thread block for the halo computation does not increase the inner points com-
putation. (b) Choosing random thread block increases the inner points computation; in
that case computation can not be efficient even if we do overlap between computation and
communication.

5.3.3 P2P for Halo Copying

Overall P2P for halo data copying does not show any improvement compared to
normal copying through host side, see Table 5.12. During every sub-sweep iterations,
N number of data (halo data) will be transferred to the neighbouring GPU, see Figure
4.3. Since we do overlap in the computation, the halo computation will be finished
first and it will copy the data back and forth to the neighbouring GPU results. Even
if we had done the copying faster for the halo data, copy kernel has to wait for the
inner points computation to be finished before going to the next iteration within
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the sub-sweep iterations. Figure 5.6 shows a model of P2P copying that waits for
the inner points computation.

Table 5.13 shows that there is a decreased percent in the performance. The
reason is calling the function cudaMemcpyPeerAsync() is expensive in terms of time
consumption. In this case, using two C2050 GPUs results in very limited speedup.
This is because the memory bandwidth of the C2050 is lesser than the other two
GPUs that are used in this thesis (GTX 590 and K20m), see Table 5.13.

Table 5.12: Computation time in seconds of M OPTI 2 (3D PMM anisotropic).

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 1.55 2.67 1.74 2.53 1.41 2.60

1603 2.32 3.50 2.78 3.49 1.96 3.39

2563 6.69 6.64 8.50 7.16 4.75 6.26

3203 11.61 10.16 15.18 11.39 7.78 8.74

4003 20.89 16.77 27.76 19.21 13.58 13.40

5123 41.14 30.16 55.26 35.98 25.30 22.91

Table 5.13: Speedup in % of M OPTI 2 (3D PMM anisotropic). Speedup % is based on
M OPTI 1.

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 0.93 -6.64 -0.26 -5.21 -0.59 -2.95

1603 0.45 -6.88 -0.50 -3.63 0.23 -1.21

2563 0.25 -1.62 -0.17 -0.96 -0.44 -1.52

3203 0.04 -1.07 -0.40 -0.47 -0.48 -1.11

4003 0.08 -0.97 -0.38 -0.51 -1.2 -1.28

5123 0.05 -3.91 -0.21 -0.47 0.00 -0.43
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Figure 5.6: Faster halo copy through P2P and host side waits for inner points computa-
tion to be finished.
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5.3.4 P2P for Data Copying

The P2P for data transfer shows better speedup in the computation, and its in-
creased percent speedup can be seen in Table 5.15. It is obvious that avoiding host
side data copying will increase the overall computation performance problems such
as 3D PMM; and in this case, we are completely avoiding ((N+2)/N GPU)*((N+2)/

N GPU))*(N+2)*(N GPU-1)*8*2 bytes of data copy through host side. Here, 2 refers
to 2 times data partition (re-partition and undo re-partition) in one sweep and 8
refers to size of double. For example, consider N = 256 and using the 2 GPUs, then
we avoid ((256+2)/2)*((256+2)/2)*(256+2)*(2-1)*8*2 ≈ 524 MB data copy
through the host side. All these GPUs are tested in this thesis have P2P technol-
ogy, i.e., 2 PCI-e switch is connected to input/output hub (IOH) connection. Table
5.14 shows computation time in seconds.

Table 5.14: Computation time in seconds of M OPTI 3 (3D PMM anisotropic).

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 1.50 2.39 1.69 2.31 1.33 2.42

1603 2.23 3.13 2.68 3.21 1.85 3.11

2563 6.34 6.10 8.17 6.63 4.27 5.43

3203 10.93 9.26 14.52 10.41 6.90 7.18

4003 19.56 15.09 26.51 17.38 11.70 10.47

5123 38.38 26.85 52.77 32.35 21.56 16.95

Table 5.15: Speedup in % of M OPTI 3 (3D PMM anisotropic). Speedup % is based on
M OPTI 1.

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 3.85 4.78 2.87 4.15 5.00 4.35

1603 4.29 4.57 3.25 4.75 6.09 7.16

2563 5.51 6.58 3.66 6.49 9.73 11.99

3203 5.86 7.95 3.97 8.12 10.97 16.99

4003 6.46 9.15 4.12 9.10 12.82 20.86

5123 6.75 7.51 4.30 9.66 14.78 25.72

Again there are some differences in computation time between GTX 590 and
C2050 due to the difference in double precision power.

5.3.5 Multiple GPUs with OpenMP Threads

No increased performance has been seen using the OpenMP threads to control the
multiple GPUs, which can be seen in Table 5.17. The reason is creating and de-
stroying the parallel region in each sub-sweep iteration will consume time as well as
we have to use another extra call, i.e., #pragma omp barrier [31], which performs
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synchronization in both inner points computation and halo computation. Listing
4.12 shows implementation details for M OPTI 4. Table 5.16 shows the computation
time in seconds for M OPTI 4 method.

Table 5.16: Computation time in seconds of M OPTI 4 (3D PMM anisotropic).

C2050 GTX 590

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 1.57 2.57 1.72 2.32

1603 2.29 3.33 2.70 3.39

2563 6.42 6.26 8.22 6.90

3203 11.01 9.46 14.60 10.70

4003 19.66 15.38 26.62 17.54

5123 38.49 27.25 52.94 32.56

Table 5.17: Speedup in % of M OPTI 4 (3D PMM anisotropic). Speedup % is based on
M OPTI 3.

C2050 GTX 590

N 2 GPU 4 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 -4.67 -7.53 -1.78 -0.43

1283 -2.69 -6.39 -0.75 -5.61

1283 -1.26 -2.62 -0.61 -4.07

1283 -0.73 -2.16 -0.55 -2.79

1283 -0.51 -1.92 -0.41 -0.92

1283 -0.29 -1.49 -0.32 -0.65

5.3.6 Overall Performances in Fermi and Kepler

Table 5.18 shows the best multiple GPU implementation compared to single GPU
implementation, however, there are some lower performances than can be seen when
the grid size is smaller for 2 and 4 GPUs (this is because communication time takes
longer time than the actual computation). Combining the CUDA streams with P2P
(M OPTI 3) for data transfer (re-partition and undo re-partition) gives the best
performance compared to other multi GPU implementation techniques (i.e. using
P2P for halo data transfer (M OPTI 2)).

Table 5.18: Best computation time in seconds of 1 GPU, 2 GPUs and 4 GPUs for 3D
PMM anisotropic. Multiple GPU implementation is based on the M OPTI 3 (3D PMM
anisotropic).

C2050 GTX 590 K20m

N 1 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 1 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU 1 GPU 2 GPU 4 GPU

1283 1.64 1.50 2.39 2.12 1.69 2.31 1.07 1.33 2.42

1603 2.75 2.23 3.13 3.68 2.68 3.21 1.63 1.85 3.11

2563 9.31 6.34 6.10 13.01 8.17 6.63 4.79 4.27 5.43

3203 17.12 10.93 9.26 24.22 14.52 10.41 8.42 6.90 7.18

4003 32.09 19.56 15.09 45.76 26.51 17.38 15.33 11.70 10.47

5123 64.97 38.34 26.85 93.06 52.77 32.35 29.88 21.56 16.95
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

All the goals of this master thesis have been fulfilled: a parallel version of shared
memory programming model for the 3D PMM isotropic case, and hand coded CUDA
implementation for 3D PMM (for both isotropic and anisotropic cases) for single and
multiple GPU devices in a single compute node have been implemented and tested.

Single GPU CUDA version of 3D PMM is further optimized besides the general
programming model in CUDA. For example, increasing the size of L1 cache in C2050
and GTX 590, increased the computation performance up to approximately 4% and
2%, see Table 5.3. In K20m, register usage is cut down to 61 from 74, that yields
speedup in computation, i.e., for the grid size 5123, approximately 10% increased
speedup is achieved, see Table 5.4. Using all together (use read cache + increase L1
cache + cut down the register usage) in K20m further enhanced the computation
speedup by approximately 16%, see Table 5.4.

Hand coded CUDA implementation has shown approximately 20% increased
speedup compared to MINT translator in GTX 590 GPU, see Table 5.6.

In multiple GPU implementation, the basic implementation (with considering
optimized version of single GPU technique) has shown approximately up to 30% and
55% speedup for 2 and 4 GPUs respectively, see Table 5.9. Using CUDA streams, 3D
PMM anisotropic showed more promising speedup in computation than synchronous
(without using CUDA streams) implementation, and it can be seen in Table 5.11.
P2P communication for halo copy is not effective for asynchronous call, however,
on the other hand, P2P for data transfer between the GPUs have shown very good
performance, which brought up increased performance in overall computation. This
was up to 26% speedup gained in K20m, see Table 5.15. 3D PMM has used up
to 4 GPUs for computation and controlling them with single CPU host thread is
effective than using multiple host threads to control multiple GPUs, see Table 5.13.

Buying the GPU costs approximately the same as CPU. For example, one K20m
costs approximately $ 2800 USD [48] and Intel Xeon E5-2660 (2.2GHz) costs around
$ 2777 USD [49]. Despite the small difference in price, however, there is a huge
computation performance difference. For example, in isotropic case for the grid
size 5123, almost 72% of increased speedup is achieved using K20m; see Table 5.5.
According to some studies [50, 51, 52] and Nvidia, GPUs are also power efficient,
making them an ideal candidate for scientific computations over CPUs.
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Chapter 7

Future work

The GPU shared memory implementation would be the first choice to be tried to see
if the computation speedup can be increased further. Some papers are suggesting
that shared memory implementation would give a speedup in the computation [53,
54], but it is not certain that it would be feasible to do in 3D PMM.

As we have already seen, minimizing the register usage gave a speedup of 9%,
(Table 5.4). 3D PMM has not used the constant memory, if we can use constant
memory, we can reduce the registers spilling in Fermi. Moreover, implementing the
OpenMP version for the data transfer (re-partition undo re-partition) between the
sub-sweep iterations and creating one parallel region for entire sweep can improve
the overall performance.

Due to the memory limitations in the GPU, up to 7683 grid points can be con-
sidered for the computation in K20m (global memory is 5GB). In order to try more
than 7683 points, one can try using MPI with GPUDirect (for multiple compute
nodes with GPUs) that would accelerate the computation, even when considering
communication between different compute nodes and GPUs.
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